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Abstract
We propose a neural network architecture for learning vector
representations of hotels. Unlike previous works, which typi-
cally only use user click information for learning item embed-
dings, we propose a framework that combines several sources
of data, including user clicks, hotel attributes (e.g., property
type, star rating, average user rating), amenity information
(e.g., the hotel has free Wi-Fi or free breakfast), and geo-
graphic information. During model training, a joint embed-
ding is learned from all of the above information. We show
that including structured attributes about hotels enables us to
make better predictions in a downstream task than when we
rely exclusively on click data. We train our embedding model
on more than 40 million user click sessions from a leading
online travel platform, and learn embeddings for more than
one million hotels. Our final learned embeddings integrate
distinct sub-embeddings for user clicks, hotel attributes, and
geographic information, providing an interpretable represen-
tation that can be used flexibly depending on the application.
We show empirically that our model generates high-quality
representations that boost the performance of a hotel recom-
mendation system in addition to other applications. An im-
portant advantage of the proposed neural model is that it ad-
dresses the cold-start problem for hotels with insufficient his-
torical click information by incorporating additional hotel at-
tributes which are available for all hotels.
1 Introduction
Learning semantic representations (embeddings) of different
entities, such as textual, commercial, and physical, has been
a recent and active area of research. Such representations can
facilitate applications that rely on a notion of similarity, for
example recommendation systems and ranking algorithms
in e-commerce.
In natural language processing, word2vec (Mikolov et al.
2013b) learns vector representations of words from large
quantities of text, where each word is mapped to a d-
dimensional vector such that semantically similar words
have geometrically closer vectors. This is achieved by pre-
dicting either the context words appearing in a window
around a given target word (skip-gram model), or the tar-
get word given the context (CBOW model). The main as-
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sumption is that words appearing frequently in similar con-
texts share statistical properties (the distributional hypothe-
sis). Crucially, word2vec models, like many other word em-
bedding models, preserve sequential information encoded
in text so as to leverage word co-occurrence statistics. The
skip-gram model has been adapted to other domains in or-
der to learn dense representations of items other than words.
For example, product embeddings in e-commerce (Grbovic
et al. 2015) or vacation rental embeddings in the hospitality
domain (Grbovic 2018) can be learned by treating purchase
histories or user click sequences as sentences and applying
a word2vec approach.
Most of the prior work on item embedding exploit the
co-occurrence of items in a sequence as the main signal
for learning the representation. One disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that it fails to incorporate rich structured informa-
tion associated with the embedded items. For example, in
the travel domain, where we seek to embed hotels and other
travel-related entities, it could be helpful to encode explicit
information such as user ratings, star ratings, hotel ameni-
ties, and location in addition to implicit information encoded
in the click-stream.
In this work, we propose an algorithm for learning ho-
tel embeddings that combines sequential user click informa-
tion in a word2vec approach with additional structured infor-
mation about hotels. We propose a neural architecture that
adopts and extends the skip-gram model to accommodate
arbitrary relevant information of embedded items, including
but not limited to geographic information, ratings, and item
attributes. In experimental results, we show that enhancing
the neural network to jointly encode click and supplemental
structured information outperforms a skip-gram model that
encodes the click information alone. The proposed architec-
ture also naturally handles the cold-start problem for hotels
with little or no historical clicks. Specifically, we can infer
an embedding for these properties by leveraging their sup-
plemental structured metadata.
Compared to previous work on item embeddings, the
novel contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel framework for fusing multiple
sources of information about an item (such as user click
sequences and item-specific information) to learn item
embeddings via self-supervised learning.
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• We generate an interpretable embedding which can be de-
composed into sub-embeddings for clicks, location, rat-
ings, and attributes, and employed either as separate com-
ponent embeddings or a single, unified embedding.
• It is also dynamic, meaning it is easy to reflect future
changes in attributes such as star-rating or addition of
amenities in the embedding vectors without retraining.
• We address the cold-start problem by including hotel
metadata which are independent of user click-stream in-
teractions and available for all hotels. This helps us to bet-
ter impute embeddings for sparse items/hotels.
• We show significant gains over previous work based on
click-embedding in several experimental studies.
The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of some of the recent works
on neural embedding. Section 3 provides details of the pro-
posed framework, including the neural network architecture,
training methodology, and how the cold-start problem is ad-
dressed. In Section 4, we present experimental results on
several different tasks and a comparison with previous state-
of-the-art work. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Recommendation is an inherently challenging task that re-
quires learning user interests and behaviour. There has been
a significant body of research on advancing it using vari-
ous frameworks (Pazzani and Billsus 2007; Liu, Dolan, and
Pedersen 2010; Ziesemer and Oliveira 2011; Agarwal et al.
2013; Guerraoui et al. 2017). Learning a semantic represen-
tation/embedding of the items being recommended is a crit-
ical piece of most of these frameworks.
Deep learning models have been widely used for learning
embeddings (Wang et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2019; Sadeghian
et al. 2016). One prominent use case is learning product em-
beddings for e-commerce. In (Grbovic et al. 2015; Barkan
and Koenigstein 2016), the authors develop an approach
based on the skip-gram model (Mikolov et al. 2013b), fre-
quently used in natural language processing. They leverage
users’ purchase histories obtained from their e-mail receipts
to learn a dense representation of products. Each user’s com-
plete purchase history is represented as a sequence, which
is treated as a sentence in which the items are considered
words.
In more recent work (Grbovic 2018), the authors use
the skip-gram framework to learn embeddings for vacation
rental properties. They extend the ideas in (Grbovic et al.
2015) to take into account a user’s click stream data during
a session. A key contribution of their method is the modifi-
cation of the skip-gram model to always include the booked
hotels in the context of each target token, so that special
attention is paid to bookings. They also improve negative
sampling by sampling from the same market, which leads to
better within-market listing similarities. Nevertheless, their
model relies exclusively on large amounts of historical user
engagement data, which is a major drawback when such data
are sparse.
In another relevant work, (Covington, Adams, and Sar-
gin 2016), authors propose a framework for YouTube video
recommendation which fuses multiple features (e.g., video
watches, search tokens, geo embeddings) into a unified rep-
resentation via a neural architecture. They then use these
embeddings for candidate generation and ranking. The main
limitation of this work is that the individual embeddings are
learned separately, and then combined via a neural network
to perform classification.
Similar to our work on hotel2vec, there are also some
works which attempt to include explicit item attributes (e.g.,
size, artist, model, color) within the sequence prediction
framework using various strategies. In (Vasile, Smirnova,
and Conneau 2016), the item metadata is injected into the
model as side information to regularize the item embed-
dings. In their approach, they only use one feature (singer
ID) in the experiments. In addition, their approach does not
accommodate learning independent embedding vectors for
each attribute group. Most recently, (Singh L 2019) propose
a method where they train separate encoders for text data,
click-stream session data, and product image data, and then
use a simple weighted average to unify these embeddings.
The weights are learned using grid search on the down-
stream task. While their approach allows for exploring in-
dependent embedding vectors, the sub-embeddings of dif-
ferent attribute groups are learned independently rather than
jointly. In addition to efforts extending the skip-gram frame-
work, emerging research attempts to extend GloVe (Pen-
nington, Socher, and Manning 2014) by incorporating var-
ious attributes. (Jeawak 2018) incorporate attribute informa-
tion into GloVe by modifying the loss function such that the
representation of a location can be learned by combining
both text and structural data.
3 The Proposed Framework
Similar to (Mikolov et al. 2013b), by treating the clicks made
by users within an interactive web session as words, and se-
quences of clicks as sentences, we seek to predict the con-
text hotels (words), given a target hotel (word) in the session
(sentence). On a high level, this is the approach proposed
in (Grbovic et al. 2015; Grbovic 2018). We refer to this ap-
proach as a session-only model.
As mentioned earlier, one drawback of this approach is
that it does not use any information apart from the click data,
making it very challenging to make predictions for unseen
hotels or hotels with sparse click data. In addition, the model
may be forced to learn certain semantic features which cap-
ture aspects of user interest, hotel geographic information,
hotel attributes, and so on, as latent variables as opposed to
leveraging them as explicitly-provided input features. To ad-
dress these shortcomings, we propose adding more explicit
information about the hotel as model input. Intuitively, this
should make the model more efficient during training as well
as provide information that it can use when making predic-
tions on unseen or sparse hotels.
Another major advantage of our model is its use of differ-
ent projection layers for various hotel/item attributes. This
enables us to learn independent embedding vectors repre-
senting different facets of the property, in addition to an en-
riched, unified embedding for each hotel. This model also
provides a dynamic framework for updating the embedding
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of a hotel, once its user-rating or other attribute information
changes over time. This is not trivial in session-only models,
unless we re-train a new model based on recent click data
post attribute changes. In the remainder of the paper, we re-
fer to our proposed model as an enriched model, in contrast
to the session-only model introduced above.
3.1 Neural Network Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed architecture for an enriched,
hotel2vec model. As we can see, each aspect of the hotel
is embedded separately, and these representations are later
concatenated and further compressed before being used for
context prediction.
Figure 1: The block-diagram of the enriched, hotel2vec
model with a single encoding layer.
Formally, a click session is defined as a sequence of hotels
(items) {h1, h2, · · · , hn} clicked on by a user during a de-
fined window of time or visit. We denote the click, amenity,
geographic, and enriched embedding vectors with Vc, Va,
Vg , andVe respectively. These are defined as follows:
Vc= f(Ic;Wc)
Va= f(Ia;Wa)
Vg= f(Ig;Wg)
Ve = ReLU([Vc,Va,Vg]
>We) (1)
where Ic is the one-hot encoding of hotels in the click ses-
sion, and Ig is a continuous vector with geographical coor-
dinates of the hotel. Amenity features can be categorical or
numerical with possible missing values. Thus, Ia is parti-
tioned per feature, where for numerical features we simply
use an element of Ia assigned with the value of that feature,
and for categorical features with m categories, we assign m
elements of Ia and set the corresponding category to 1 and
the others to 0. If the feature is missing, we set everything to
0. ReLU is the rectified linear unit activation function (Glo-
rot, Bordes, and Bengio 2011) and f(x;W) is a normalized
projection layer parameterized with trainable weights W,
i.e., f(x;W) = ReLU( xW‖xW‖2 ).
We train our model using negative sampling based on op-
timizing the noise contrastive estimation (NCE) loss (Gut-
mann and Hyva¨rinen 2010). More formally, given ht as the
target, we estimate the probability of hc being a context ho-
tel to be
logP (hc|ht) = log σ(V>etWc,:) (2)
whereWc,: is the cth row of WNCE . We find parameters of
the model by maximizing the probabilities of correct predic-
tions. We train the model using backpropagation and mini-
mizing the following loss function:
J (θ) = − 1
T
T∑
t=1
(
logP (hc|ht)+
∑
hi∈Nc
log σ(−V>etWhi,:)
)
(3)
where Vet is the enriched embedding of ht,Wi,: is i
th row
of W
NCE
matrix, Nc = {hi|1 ≤ i ≤ N,hi ∼ Pn(hc)}
is the set of negative examples, and Pn(hc) is the distribu-
tion which we use to pick the negative samples. We train
our model by maximizing equation 3 using batch stochastic
gradient descent.
3.2 Negative Sampling
It is well known (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen 2010; Mikolov
et al. 2013b; Armandpour et al. 2019) that using negative
sampling, a version of noise contrastive estimation, signifi-
cantly decreases the amount of time required to train a clas-
sifier with a large number of possible classes. In the case
of recommendation, there is typically a large inventory of
items available to recommend to the user, and thus we train
our skip-gram model using negative sampling. However, it
is not uncommon that users frequently search exclusively
within a particular subdomain. For example, in hotel search,
a customer looking to stay in Miami will focus on that mar-
ket and rarely across different markets. This motivates a
more targeted strategy when selecting negative samples: we
select half of our negative samples following the schema
in (Mikolov et al. 2013a), i.e., from the complete set of all
hotels, and the other half uniformly at random from the same
market as the clicked hotel. Throughout this paper, a market
is defined as a set of similar hotels in the same geographic
region. It’s worth noting that there may be multiple markets
in the same city or other geo region. In the experimental sec-
tion, we show that this improves the model’s within-market
similarities and its predictions.
3.3 Cold Start Problem
In practice, many hotels/items appear infrequently or never
in historical data. Recommender systems typically have dif-
ficulty handling these items effectively due to the lack of
relevant training data. Apart from the obvious negative im-
pacts on searchability and sales, neglecting these items can
introduce a feedback loop. That is, the less these items are
recommended, or the more they are recommended in inap-
propriate circumstances, the more the data reinforces their
apparent lack of popularity.
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Dealing with such hotels/items and choosing appropri-
ate weights for them is referred to as the ”cold start prob-
lem.” One of the main advantages of the enriched hotel2vec
model over session-only approaches is its ability to better
handle cold start cases. Although an item might lack suffi-
cient prior user engagement, there are often other attributes
available. For example, in our use case, thousands of new
properties are added to the lodging platform’s inventory each
quarter. While we don’t have prior user engagement data
from which to learn a click embedding, we do have other
attributes such as geographical location, star rating, ameni-
ties, etc. Hotel2vec can take advantage of this supplemental
information to provide a better cold-start embedding.
4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present several experiments to evaluate
the performance of the trained hotel2vec embeddings. Be-
fore diving into the details of the experiments, we first de-
scribe the dataset and model parameters.
4.1 Experimental Framework
Our dataset contains more than 40M user click sessions,
which includes more than 1.1 million unique hotels. A click
session is defined as a span of clicks performed by a user
with no gap of more than 7 days. We randomly split the ses-
sions into training, validation, and test with a ratio of 8:1:1.
We use a system with 64GB RAM, 8 CPU cores, and a
Tesla V100 GPU. We use Python 3 as the programming lan-
guage and the Tensorflow (Abadi et al. 2015) library for the
neural network architecture and gradient calculations. is suf-
ficient for prevention of overfitting.
We tune the hyperparameters for all models, including
the baseline session-only model, on the validation set. We
search for a learning rate from {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5} and
embedding dimensions from {32, 128}. To train the model
weights, we use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with ex-
ponential decay since it performs better than other optimiz-
ers in our case, and a batch size of 4096.
For our implementation of the session-only model, a
learning rate of 0.5 and embedding dimension of 32 worked
best. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we refer to this
model as the session-32 model. For our enriched model (ho-
tel2vec), a learning rate of 0.05 worked best; for the dimen-
sionality of the embedding vectors, we found that letting
Vc, Ve ∈ R32, Va ∈ R15 and Vg ∈ R5 worked best. We
refer to this model as the enriched-32 model.
4.2 Quantitative Analysis
Hits@k for hotel context prediction A robust metric
for evaluating a set of hotel embeddings (or, more gener-
ally, any set of items displayed to a user in response to
an information need) is its ability to predict a user’s next
click/selection. In this section, we compare our model based
on the hits@k metric in various scenarios. Hits@k measures
the average number of times the correct selection appears in
the top k predictions.
We consider two main scenarios: in the first, we are given
the current hotel clicked by the user, and we try to predict
the next clicked hotel among all approximately 1.1M ho-
tels (raw evaluation). The second scenario is identical ex-
cept we limit the candidates to hotels within the same market
(filtered evaluation).
Table 1a shows hits@k for k ∈ {10, 100, 1000} for
both the Session-32 and Enriched-32 models. The enriched
model outperforms the session-only model by a huge mar-
gin, demonstrating the utility of including item attributes
when learning embeddings. We also compare both models
in the filtered scenario. This is a more realistic case be-
cause limiting hotels to the same market reduces the effect of
other information the recommender system can use to pro-
vide more relevant suggestions to the user. Table 1b shows
predictions results in the filtered scenario.
Raw Hits@10 Hits@100 Hits@1000
Session-32 12.0 48.1 72.3
Enriched-32 17.4 62.2 90.1
(a) Prediction results of the most likely hotel the user will click next
among all possible hotels.
Filtered Hits@10 Hits@100 Hits@1000
Session-32 19.6 71.7 98.1
Enriched-32 24.4 78.3 98.8
(b) Results when hotel candidates are restricted to the same market
as the current hotel.
Table 1: Context hotels prediction.
As demonstrated by Table 1, the enriched model outper-
forms the baseline session model significantly in both sce-
narios. This shows the effectiveness of hotel2vec in incorpo-
rating both click sessions and item/hotel attributes for better
recommendations.
Comparison using cosine similarity In this section,
rather than using the model’s output probabilities to induce
a ranking over hotels, we measure hits@k over the ranking
induced using cosine similarity of the embedding vectors.
This is useful in scenarios where it isn’t feasible to directly
use the model’s probabilities. Table 2 shows the results for
various embeddings. We show that using the enriched vec-
tors one achieves the highest performance.
Vector used in cosine similarity Hits@10 Hits@100
Session-32 14.1 49.1
Click (Vc) 16.7 49.5
Enriched-32 Concatenated ([Vc,Va,Vg]) 13.4 43.1
Enriched (Ve) 18.6 59.9
Table 2: Predicting the next click among all possible hotels
using cosine similarity of the vectors.
We also see from Table 2 that using cosine similarity in-
stead of the whole network does not result in a huge decrease
in performance. Finally, Table 2 also shows that even the
standalone click vectors obtained from the enriched model
outperform the embeddings obtained from the session-only
model.
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(a) Enriched embedding (b) Session-only embedding
Figure 2: Average cosine similarity of hotels for various pairs of markets using enriched and amenity embedding vectors.
Average intra/inter market embedding similarities We
expect hotels in the same market to be more similar to each
other than to hotels in other markets. To evaluate how well
this market-level information is encoded by the learned em-
beddings, we calculate the average similarity between pairs
of markets, with the expectation that we should see a strong
diagonal component in the similarity matrix. We note that
our model is not explicitly trained to learn this kind of mar-
ket information. However, it is able to learn this by combin-
ing the click sessions and hotel attribute information. Fig-
ure 2 shows the average similarity scores between hotels
in multiple famous cities using two of the embedding vec-
tors. As Figure 2a clearly depicts, there is a strong similar-
ity between hotels of the same city. Also, markets that are
closer to each other (all US cities vs European vs Asian), or
for reasons other than geographic proximity are expected to
be more similar (e.g., Las Vegas and Macao, or Tokyo and
Paris) do indeed have a higher similarity. For comparison,
Figure 2b shows the average cosine similarity between and
within markets for the session-only model embeddings. This
model captures within-market similarity well but is not as
effective as the enriched model for capturing cross-market
similarity. For instance, the session-only model fails to re-
cover the similarity between Las Vegas and Macao.
4.3 Qualitative Analysis
The learned hotel embeddings can be used for recommend-
ing similar hotels in various situations. In this section, we
show examples of how these embeddings are helpful with
real examples of hotels from our dataset.
Visualization of embeddings To further illuminate the
nature of the embeddings learned by the hotel2vec model,
we examine a low-dimensional projection of hotel embed-
dings in the Miami market (Figures 3b and 3a). The colors
signify the grouping of hotels into various competing subcat-
egories (i.e., similar hotels), manually annotated by a human
domain expert. The enriched model is significantly better at
clustering similar hotels than the session-only model.
Most similar hotels A common scenario is finding similar
hotels to a target hotel in other destinations. For example,
when the user searches for a specific hotel name (e.g., Hotel
Beacon, NY) we would like to be able to recommend a few
similar hotels. The learned embeddings can be used to find
top-k most similar hotels to a given one. Given a target hotel
h, we compute the cosine similarity of every other hotel with
h and pick the most similar hotels. Rigid evaluation of this
system requires A/B testing; here we show a few examples
comparing our enriched embeddings and the session-only
embeddings in Figure 4 to provide some intuition for the
behavior of the two models.
Algebraic operations on hotel embeddings We also in-
vestigate whether we can perform meaningful algebraic op-
erations on trained hotel embeddings (similar to the seman-
tic analogy task in (Mikolov et al. 2013b)). We pose the
question ”h1 is to h2 as h3 is to hx” and find hx as the ho-
tel with the closest vector to Ve1 − Ve2 + Ve3 . Figure 5
shows an example of such analogy. h1 is a Marriott hotel in
NY, h2 is a Hilton in NY, and h3 is a Marriott in LA (near
airport). The obtained hx, is a Hilton hotel in LA near the
airport, showing the amount of information captured by the
enriched embeddings.
4.4 Addressing the Cold Start Problem
Here we analyze how well the model learns embeddings
for hotels with little to no presence in the training data.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we compare
the enriched model’s hits@k with the session-only model’s
hits@k, for 14K target hotels that were absent during train-
ing. Table 3a shows results in the filtered scenario. As we
can see, the proposed enriched embedding significantly out-
performs the session based embeddings for cold-start hotels.
In addition, we use a simple heuristic for cold-start impu-
tation and compare the results with the enriched model for
cold-start hotels. To impute vectors for cold-start hotels, we
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(a) Enriched-32 embeddings (b) Session-32 embeddings
Figure 3: Low dimensional visualization of hotel embeddings from the Miami area. Different colors represent expert annotations of compet-
ing hotels. Our model has successfully captured most of the similarities.
Figure 4: Example of recommendations based on cosine similarity
of enriched embedding vectors. Ranking by the Session-32 model
placed 3rd before 1st (3,1,2), though it is a hostel, cheaper, and has
a lower user rating than the target hotel.
Figure 5: Example of algebraic operations on the embeddings for
the hotel analogy task.
borrow the idea in (Grbovic 2018) and use price, star rating,
geodesic distance, type of the property (e.g., hotel, vacation
rental, etc.) size in terms of number of rooms, and the geo-
graphic market information. For each imputed property, we
collect the most similar properties in the same market based
on the above features, considering only those properties that
fall within a radius of 5km of the target hotel. Results are in
Table 3b. The heuristic imputation technique improves the
Session-32 model’s performance on cold-start hotels, but it
remains well below that of the enriched model.
Normal Hits@10 Hits@100 Hits@1000
Session-32 0.21 3.68 45.01
Enriched-32 2.89 17.99 69.46
(a) Same-market prediction results when the target hotel is an un-
seen hotel, using randomly initialized click embeddings.
Imputed Hits@10 Hits@100 Hits@1000
Session-32 2.70 13.15 51.73
Enriched-32 4.71 25.30 74.97
(b) Same-market prediction results when the target hotel is an un-
seen hotel, click embeddings imputed using 100 hotels in market.
Table 3: Cold start experiments.
4.5 Training Convergence Analysis
In this section, we first look at the learning curves for both
the session-32 and enriched-32 models. Then, we analyse
the effect of N (number of negative samples), lr (learning
rate), and the optimization algorithm on the performance of
our model.
Figure 6 shows the overall training progress of both the
session-32 and enriched-32 models with their respective best
hyperparameters. As shown in Figure 6, our model achieves
similar performance with fewer data.
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Figure 6: Training progress of both models.
An interesting phenomenon is the effect of increasing the
number of negative samples on training time and accuracy.
Although it takes more time to create a large number of neg-
ative samples, as Figure 7 shows, using more negative sam-
ples results in faster training times.
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Figure 7: Effect of negative sampling on prediction. Higher
number of negative samples results in faster training times.
We show empirical experiments with various optimization
algorithms and learning rates, summarized in Figure 8. Sur-
prisingly, we see that SGD with exponential learning rate de-
cay outperforms most optimizers with sophisticated learning
rate adaptations. We believe this is due to large variance and
overfitting in the early stages of training. These issues have
been observed in other tasks such as (Popel and Bojar 2018;
Devlin et al. 2018; Bashiri and Zhang 2017), suggesting the
need to use tricks such as warm-up heuristics when using
momentum-based optimization algorithms to learn embed-
dings on large, diverse datasets such as ours.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a framework to learn a semantic
representation of hotels by jointly embedding hotel click
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Figure 8: Various optimization algorithms and learning
rates. Sophisticated momentum methods seem to overfit to
the early batches too quickly.
data, geographic information, user rating, and attributes
(such as stars, whether it has free breakfast, whether pets are
allowed, etc.). Our neural network architecture extends the
skip-gram model to accommodate multiple features and en-
code each one separately. We then fuse the sub-embeddings
to predict hotels in the same session. Through experimental
results, we show that enriching the neural network with sup-
plemental, structured hotel information results in superior
embeddings when compared to a model that relies solely
on click information. Our final embedding can be decom-
posed into multiple sub-embeddings, each encoding the rep-
resentation for a different hotel aspect, resulting in an inter-
pretable representation. It is also dynamic, in a sense that
if one of the attributes or user ratings changes for a hotel,
we can feed the updated data to the model and easily obtain
a new embedding. Although we mainly focus on learning
embeddings for hotels, the same framework can be applied
to general item embedding, such as product embedding on
Amazon, Ebay, or Spotify.
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